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On an icy winter’s day in January 1649, a unique event in English history took place on a
scaffold outside of Whitehall: Charles I, King of England, was executed. The king had been
held to account and the Divine Right of Kings disregarded. Regicide, a once-unfathomable act,
formed the basis of the Commonwealth’s new dawn. The killers of the king were soldiers,
lawyers, Puritans, Republicans and some simply opportunists, all brought together under one
infamous banner. While the events surrounding Charles I and Cromwell are well-trodden, the
lives of the other fifty-eight men – their backgrounds, ideals and motives – has been sorely
neglected. Their stories are a powerful tale of revenge and a clash of beliefs; their fates
determined by that one decision. When Charles II was restored he enacted a deadly wave of
retribution against the men who had secured his father’s fate. Some of the regicides pleaded
for mercy, many went into hiding or fled abroad; others stoically awaited their sentence. This is
their shocking story: the ideals that united them, and the decision that unmade them.
'All women together ought to let flowers fall upon the tomb of Aphra Behn; for it was she who
earned them the right to speak their minds,' said Virginia Woolf. Yet that tomb, in Westminster
Abbey, records one of the few uncontested facts about this Restoration playwright, poet,
novelist and spy: the date of her death, 16 April 1689. For the rest secrecy and duplicity are
almost the key to her life. She loved codes, making and breaking them; writing her life
becomes a decoding of a passionate but playful woman. Janet Todd draws on documents she
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has rediscovered in the Dutch archives, and on Behn's own writings, to tell a story of court,
diplomatic and sexual intrigue, and of the rise from humble origins of the first woman to earn
her living as a professional writer. Aphra Behn's first notable employment was as a Royal spy
in Holland; she had probably also spied in Surinam. It was not until she was in her thirties that
she published the first of the 19 plays and other works which established her fame (though not
riches) among her 'good, sweet, honey-candied readers'. Many of her works were openly
erotic, indeed as frank as anything by her friends Wycherley and Rochester. Some also offered
an inside view of court and political intrigues, and Todd reveals the historical scandals and
legal cases behind some of Behn's most famous 'fictions'.

Colonel Thomas Pride was central to one of the English Civil War's key events: the
arrest and exclusion of 140 Members of Parliament at Westminster in December 1648.
Those that remained in the House of Commons - the Rump - voted to bring King
Charles I to trial, resulting in the first and only public execution of a British Monarch. But
while this monumental episode of early modern history - "Pride's Purge" - is renowned,
the life of the army officer behind it remains shrouded in obscurity. Cromwell's Buffoon
is a detailed and engaging account of the life of soldier and regicide, Colonel Thomas
Pride, a Somerset farmer's son who fought his way through the Civil Wars to become
one of the English Commonwealth's most forceful personalities. Robert Hodkinson's
lively and authoritative study charts Thomas Pride's rise from businessman and brewer,
through his association with London Puritanism, the experiences of the seventeenth
century battlefield, obtaining military command through army mutiny, to finally brushing
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aside accusations of hypocrisy self-gain to claim ownership of a former Royal estate
and a seat in Oliver Cromwell's House of Lords. Cromwell's Buffoon is a groundbreaking examination of why and how a former apprentice boy rose in status to
challenge the ruling elite and affect the death of a monarch. The first full-length
biography of its subject, it is a fascinating story of a man who, until now, had all but
vanished from history.
Cromwell's BuffoonThe Life and Career of the Regicide, Thomas PrideCentury of the
Soldier
Providing a close examination of Milton's wide-ranging prose and poetry at each stage of his
life, Barbara Lewalski reveals a rather different Milton from that in earlier accounts. Provides a
close analysis of each of Milton's prose and poetry works. Reveals how Milton was the first
writer to self consciously construct himself as an 'author'. Focuses on the development of
Milton's ideas and his art.
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